
•• What What  makes the tidesmakes the tides??
Most of the tide’s up and down movement is due to the moon’s gravitational pull on the oceans. When the moon 
is overhead the water is pulled towards it making a high tide. A low tide occurs between the highs when the moon 
is near the horizon. Because the moon orbits the earth about once every 29.5 days, the tides move on 50 minutes 
later each day. 

•• Where Where  do waves come fromdo waves come from??
There are 3 types of ocean waves. When a wave fi rst forms in wind-blown water it is called a ‘sea’. Most seas are 
from 1 to 3 metres high but a powerful storm can produce waves as high as 6 metres. When it has left the storm 
area and is travelling across calm water it is called a ‘swell’. Swells can travel across wide distances. As they 
reach land and break they are called ‘surf’. The undersea part of a swell is slowed as it touches the sloping shore 
and the top of the wave falls forward in a burst of fury onto the beach. 

••  Why  Why  is there sometimes lots of sand on the beach andis there sometimes lots of sand on the beach and

 other times not much other times not much??
A crashing wave can strike the shore with immense force. During storms, waves can hollow out banks and knock 
down rocky cliffs. The soil and rocks are tumbled and rolled and ground down to sand. If you take a walk along 
the beach you will see the whole range – rocks as big as cars down to tiny particles of sand. Big waves also move 
sand offshore and fl atten the beach. Currents can also move the sand for large distances along the coast. Later 
gentle waves push the sand towards the beach and build the sand level up again, though recovery is much more 
gradual than erosion. Beaches like this are always changing – it’s one of the things that make them so interesting.

•• Why Why  is it sometimes hard to see clearly underwateris it sometimes hard to see clearly underwater??
There are two main reasons. Firstly, if there has been lots of rain recently then the coastal waters usually contain 
silt from local rivers and streams. And if the sea has been rough then sediments are stirred up as well. Even on 
days when the water seems clear about 60% of the light entering the water is absorbed in the fi rst metre. The tiny 
particles of dirt in the sea after a storm will just get in the way and make it even harder to see things. 

Secondly, large numbers of microscopic organisms are always present. They rely on nutrients in the water to 
sustain them, the best underwater visibility is in late summer when the water is warmer.

Have you wondered


